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After passing everything that he thought he knew about women in review, Wazemmes arrived at the point of telling himself that chance had brought him this evening, for him to tackle right at the beginning, a case whose difficulty was beyond words.
What exactly was this lady in the 'bus, this kdy of his rendezvous at nine o'clock - at ten past nine ? Wazemmes did not even attempt to fix her age. All that he could say about it was that, to look at her, there was nothing of the girl about her. Was she married? Was she a widow? Was she one of those women who, though they are the right age and have the opportunity, avoid marriage ? Most probably she lived alone. This evening's rendezvous proved that. Wasn't she simply a " bitch " ?
This idea, which he had been resisting all along, -was extremely disagreeable to him. Not that he had any particular repugnance where prostitutes were concerned. True, he had no taste for the bare-headed girls in the rue Char-bonniere and the boulevard de la Chapelle; but it was their vulgarity with which he reproached them, the way they dressed, their coarse voices, not thek traffic in their bodies. He could very well see himself losing his virginity with a *€ bitch " ; and, of all the solutions he could imagine, it was this that still seemed to him the most likely,
The only thing was that he did not want to be taken in. He did not want a " bitch ** to be clever enough to make him — him, Wazemmes, Parisian apprentice and well-known figure on the turf— believe that a " woman/* out of pure caprice and with no motive of self-interest, had singled him out and chosen him. The tender pressure of her knee, her sidelong glances, would in this case become an abominable hypocrisy. Wazemmes refused to admit these fraudulent means among the solicitations which a " bitch ** had a right to use.
The bitterest thing of all, of course, would not be having money extorted out of him; it would be the blow to his self-esteem. It would be the way in which a flattering romance collapsed just to make a fool of him. How would

